Subject: Red Black Trees? Recurrence Equations?
Posted by jrmelton on Tue, 30 Aug 2016 01:02:20 GMT

Are AVL trees and Red Black trees in the category of BSTs?

Also, are recurrence equations considered "cs math"?

Subject: Re: Red Black Trees? Recurrence Equations?
Posted by jarobinson3 on Tue, 30 Aug 2016 05:07:53 GMT

Both of those have two children per node, and you can perform search on them.

I don't know what you mean by "cs math". There is only math. Do you mean "are recurrence equations mostly used in CS"?

Subject: Re: Red Black Trees? Recurrence Equations?
Posted by lusth on Tue, 30 Aug 2016 10:45:15 GMT

Only the stuff from beastie.cs.ua.edu/concepts/cs/ds/ will be on the test.